Guidelines for submitting manuscript to Journal of Geomatics

The broad guidelines for submission of m/s for Journal of Geomatics (JoG) are as follows:

1. The contribution should be relevant (original contribution in the fields of Remote sensing, GIS, GPS, Surveying, cartography; any of the sensors, analysis and applications perspective)

2. The m/s should not be under consideration or submitted elsewhere so far as it is under consideration of publication at JoG.

3. The submitted m/s should be in English, prepared as word document.

4. Maximum length of m/s should be 12 pages in times new roman, font size 10 in single spacing.

5. As and when the m/s is accepted, the author(s) have to transfer copyright to the Indian Society of Geomatics (ISG), the parent body of JoG.

6. It is advisable to provide a list of three potential reviewers along with their address and institutional email ID in covering letter. This is to speed up the review process. It is not necessary that editors send the m/s to the suggested reviewers only.

7. The softcopy of m/s is to be sent to editorjogisg@gmail.com. In case if you do not receive any acknowledgement / intimation within 10 days, you may contact Dr A S Rajawat (Chief Editor, JoG at asrajawat@sac.isro.gov.in)

8. For more details, visit our website www.isgindia.org (go to Journal of Geomatics → Journal of Geomatics : Sample format for Authors).

JoG is a peer reviewed journal does not charge any money for publication.

Sample format of m/s is given below:
Title of paper (in Sentence case)

Author 1, and Author 2

1 Affiliation of author 1, email: email of author 1
2 Affiliation of author 2, email: email of author 2

(Received )

Abstract: Type abstract text here. This is a sample document in ISG Journal of Geomatics format

Keywords: Keyword1, keyword 2, keyword 3, keyword 4, keyword 5, keyword 6,

1. Introduction

Type introductory text here. If you just overwrite the text your document will be automatically formatted as per the ISG Journal of Geomatics format

2. Heading

Text

2.1 Sub heading

Text

1. List item
   a) Second level item
      • Bullet level 1
         o Bullet level 2

Fig. 1: Example of one column figure

Figure 2 shows an example of a figure that spans two columns. This is done by inserting a section break, changing to single column and then after the figure again put a section break and goes back to two columns

Fig. 2: Example of two column figure

Now back to two column text. To see the breaks use the View – Normal option.
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(For Conference Paper)

(For Journal paper)